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I think we are all ready for the weekend. Thanks for another great week of taking care of our 

patients and each other. And that’s the good news of today and during these crises. Day after day 

you and we demonstrate we can do both. It means a lot to our communities and to our Board and 

we thank you for all your efforts. 
  
There are some things and times that call for neutrality in business (most things, probably). We 
generally don’t want to confuse our mission and focus with politics. But we’re in much different times 
now in health care. We have numerous crises to deal with. So this is my opinion. It is well past time for 
change. 
  
One thousand. That’s the number of deaths now attributable to COVID-19 per day in the U.S. for the last 
several days. 
1209 = number of deaths in U.S. yesterday. The U.S. population is 328 million. 
75 = number of total deaths yesterday in Spain, Italy, Japan, Canada, the UK, and Germany. The total 
population in those countries is 420 million. Finally, 
53 is the number of days until the U.S. Presidential election. 
  
Why am I starting with these numbers? Because it’s about all our health. Because it is undeniably clear 
that the outsized number of deaths and serious impact on health from COVID-19 are the result of 
incompetence, dishonesty, and failure to lead of this administration. If you haven’t seen the news in the 
last few days, in his own voice, our president has admitted to not telling the truth about the seriousness 
of this illness, about how it spreads, about whom it affects. And worse, he took no reasonable actions to 
mitigate and protect against this virus and LEAD by telling the truth and making the case for simple and 
effective means of protecting the country (masks, social distancing) and allowing the scientists to take 
center stage and communicate with the public. And worse than that, he’s still doing it (“we’ve rounded 
the corner”). And he’s still holding large, super-spreader, events. 
  
The number one lesson we “learned” from the 1918 flu pandemic, in the words of historian John Barry, 
is “Tell the truth. People in authority need to tell the truth.” It’s the only way people can be roused to 
take action when faced with hard choices and maintain trust in the agencies charged with promoting 
health and keeping us safe. 
  
Let’s connect some other dots. Black people, people of color, people with poor access to resources, 
people with less or no ability to stay home, people in overcrowded housing, people who rely on public 



transportation and with poor access to good food and supplies are still getting sick and dying in numbers 
2-4 times higher than white people generally, and people with resources in particular. And the current 
administration says, in his own voice again, there is no systemic bias or racism. So the alternative facts 
might be that people of color and those without access to resources are choosing to get infected and 
die? Or they are the result of “random,” non-systemic factors? Let’s tell the truth here too. The answer 
is no. The data show the truth. Time to work on this, together. And about “together…” 
  
What can a president do to “bring us together” to create a safer society in the face of a national 
tragedy? Here’s an example we’ve lived through (and probably not from someone you first thought I’d 
mention). Today is the 19th anniversary of 9/11. After the shock and profound sadness and grief over the 
loss of life in that horrific and unjustified attack on our country, there were many people who were set 
to start and amplify attacks on Muslim citizens (and our current president lied about seeing crowds of 
Muslims cheering at the burning buildings in NYC). What did our then President do? George W. Bush, 
almost immediately, went to a mosque in Washington D.C. to affirm that we would not be starting a war 
with Islamic peoples, though we would fight the terrorists. He understood that, while there were some 
people of the faith that committed these crimes, there were millions of others of that faith who were 
appalled and horrified by those crimes (and many who were killed in the attacks). He understood the 
need to keep our citizens together and focused on the real crimes and not a war on millions of innocent 
people. He told the truth about this at that time and did what he could initially to deal with our grief and 
wounds. He did not inflame the situation. He did this symbolically (by going to the mosque) and by his 
words. Words have meaning and consequences and he understood that. 
  
What does this administration do when people are feeling vulnerable? He amplifies fear. He builds 
literal and figurative walls. He blames people who are victimized. He lies about the causes of disruption 
and demonstrations. He uses language that is misleading, full of bias and denigration. 
  
Last number for today. 53 days until the election. Tom Seaver, one of the greatest and most reliable 
pitchers of all time, died almost two weeks ago of Lewy body dementia and COVID-19. He led the 
“Amazin” Mets in 1969 as they won the World Series. Back then, in anti-war demonstrations, there were 
signs that said “If the Mets can win the series, we can stop the war.” There is no “real” World Series this 
year (my opinion) and no “Amazin Mets.” But we can take a big step to stop what’s happening in our 
country at the ballot box in 53 days. Our democracy rests on citizen participation. Whether you agree 
with me or not, please vote as you will (and only once please). 
  

As you know, the VMG Board has made a commitment to do what we can to counter 
bias in health care, systemic and personal, and become an antiracist organization. 
You’ll see a plan over the next few weeks to get us there and we are holding another 
VMG “community forum” on 9/29 to make sure we hear you and your concerns and 
share the work of our antiracism committee. We believe that listening to each other is 
the first step in this work. More details to follow. But first, if you will, watch this video and 
consider what it might mean: 

https://www.pbs.org/video/pov-implicit-bias-peanut-butter-jelly-and-
racism/ 
  
Now about the virus. “What we are dealing with is a giant tube of glitter. You open a tube of glitter in 
your basement, then two weeks later you are in the attic and all you find is glitter and have no idea how 
it got there,” Dr. Nirav Shah, the Maine CDC director, said this in a briefing a few days ago as the virus 

https://www.pbs.org/video/pov-implicit-bias-peanut-butter-jelly-and-racism/
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spread through a rural Maine community. The source was determined to be a wedding at a local church 
and venue. The state had marked Penobscot County as “green,” meaning there was a low risk of COVID-
19 and students could likely return to school in person. The seclusion and self-dependence of 
Millinocket seemed to insulate it from the pandemic’s perils. But after the wedding, it became clear that 
in small towns built on close personal connections, those virtues could be hazards, too. We need to 
learn from this, probably over and over again. 
  
Now some good news about vaccines in development (and this may not seem good, but it is). Several 
key manufacturers of vaccines publicly stated that they would not seek approval or release a vaccine 
until they followed all the rigorous steps in proving safety and efficacy. In addition, one trial was halted 
to investigate an unusual illness in a trial participant. That’s really good because the consequences of 
releasing a vaccine before establishing safety and efficacy are severe. As reported in a recent article, 
one, the vaccine may not be safe. Two, if it is not safe, people will lose faith in vaccines. Three, if a 
vaccine doesn't offer complete protection, people will have a false sense of security and increase their 
risk. Four, if a substandard vaccine gets an Emergency Use Authorization (an FDA approval to release a 
drug or vaccine “early”), a better vaccine may never get approval, because people would be reluctant to 
enroll in trials and risk getting a placebo instead of a vaccine. So good news there. Let’s be certain we’re 
doing it right. 
  
State and Local 
  
Massachusetts generally, and  our locations specifically, are still doing well with case positivity rates that 
are well below where they were in the worst months of the pandemic. There are outbreaks from time to 
time, usually traced to large gatherings without proper precautions (parties, etc.). Check out the 
community by community map at the DPH website (see previous editions for the link). Staying cautious 
about traveling, wearing masks, small gatherings outdoors, social distancing are still the rule of the day 
and our best defense against viral spread (remember the tube of glitter above). 
  
At VMG 
  

We are now doing two types of testing at VMG. First is PCR testing by nasal swab. This 
test detects the presence of viral genetic material and is a good test, at a point in time, 
to determine if someone has the virus. We’re doing this for VMG patients only. The 
second type of test is for antibodies to the virus. This test may have some clinical utility 
but, as Steve pointed out in an email to practitioners this morning, the clinical meaning 
is still of limited value since we don’t know if the antibodies detected actually man the 
patient is now protected from the virus and we don’t want people thinking that they can 
then “let down their guard.” We all still need patients to take the precautions we have 
relied on (you know what they are). 

  
The AMC Optical Shop is now moved to EHC where we now have our only Eye Care 
practice. Hours are being determined and patients will be notified. 
  
Our RN Team Leaders and Health Center Managers are working on bringing up plans 
for flu clinics. More information is coming (as is the vaccine). As you know, we want this 
to be an especially good year for flu vaccinations since we need to be able to reduce 
the impact of respiratory disease during the pandemic. Remember that “vaccine does 



not save lives. Vaccination saves lives.” And, “the most dangerous vaccines are the 
ones you don’t take.” 
  
Our use of Carebot, a platform used to text patients to reserve their flu vaccine, is going 
well.  So far, 20,000 texts have been sent to our “highest risk” patients and 28% have 
reserved vaccine.  We want to remind everyone of the importance of getting patients’ 
mobile numbers for texting.  Medium risk patients will be contacted next week. 
  
  
OK, just for fun, there are so many flash mob videos now out there. Here’s one from Japan. 
  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3lNaajK3Scc 
  
Stay safe and well. Please continue to do what works: 
  

         Please wash your hands (often), 

         Don’t’ touch your face, 

         Maintain social/physical distancing (it works), and avoid large gatherings and 
crowds 

         Definitely wear a mask (it is not a political statement; it’s a public health good), 
(and for those patients and others who wear their masks without covering their 
mouth and nose, help them understand that both are necessary) 

         Don’t come to work if you fell sick, 

         Continue to be in touch with and take care of each other, and help to educate 
everyone. 

  
Have a great weekend. 
  
  
Joel 
Be patient; be mindful 
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